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Hexagonal germanium formation 
at room temperature using 
controlled penetration depth nano-
indentation
Ghada Dushaq1, Ammar Nayfeh2 & Mahmoud Rasras1

Thin Ge films directly grown on Si substrate using two-step low temperature growth technique 
are subjected to low load nano-indentation at room temperature. The nano-indentation is carried 
out using a Berkovich diamond tip (R ~ 20 nm). The residual impressions are studied using ex-situ 
Raman Micro-Spectroscopy, Atomic Force Microscopy combined system, and Transmission Electron 
Microscopy. The analysis of residual indentation impressions and displacement-load curves show 
evidence of deformation by phase transformation at room temperature under a critical pressure 
ranging from 4.9GPa–8.1GPa. Furthermore, the formation of additional Ge phases such as r8-Ge, 
hd-Ge, and amorphous Ge as a function of indentation depth have been realized. The inelastic 
deformation mechanism is found to depend critically on the indentation penetration depth. The non-
uniform spatial distribution of the shear stress depends on the indentation depth and plays a crucial 
role in determining which phase is formed. Similarly, nano-indentation fracture response depends 
on indentation penetration depth. This opens the potential of tuning the contact response of Ge and 
other semiconductors thin films by varying indentation depth and indenter geometry. Furthermore, 
this observed effect can be reliably used to induce phase transformation in Ge-on-Si with technological 
interest as a narrow band gap material for mid-wavelength infrared detection.

Epitaxial Growth of Ge-on Si platform has found a tremendous research interest in novel high-speed electronic 
and photonic devices1–4. It is very critical for nanoscale devices such as Fin-Shaped Field Effect Transistor 
(FinFETs) and Nanowire Field Effect Transistor (NW-FETs) to employ channel materials such as Ge with high 
electron and hole mobility5,6. Furthermore, Ge narrow band-gap allows for efficient infra-red detection in 
opto-electronic devices7,8. However, bulk Ge is mechanically softer than Si, and Ge/Si system can have residual 
strain introduced by the integration process. Residual strain in Ge thin films on Si consists of three components: 
(i) the 4.2% lattice mismatch strain (ii) thermal misfit strain (coefficient of thermal expansion CTE), and (iii) 
threading dislocation or void creation as a form of strain relief. This strain could raise concerns over the mechan-
ical stability of Ge-on-Si layer. However, under appropriate internal (or residual) stresses, the mobility of charge 
carriers and thus the speed of the device can be significantly increased9,10. Furthermore, the presence of residual 
in-plane tensile strain leads to a decrease in the direct and indirect Ge band gap11,12. Therefore, understanding the 
mechanical properties of Ge/Si system is crucial and of significant interest in modern technology.

Instrumented nanoindentation is a widely utilized technique and a well-controlled method for measuring the 
mechanical properties of bulk materials and thin films13–15. This technique allows for understanding the mechan-
ical response of materials by applying a highly localized mechanical deformation. Moreover, controlled growth 
of self-assembled nanostructures can be performed in a complete physical method16–18. Indentation with conical 
or spherical diamond tips has been carried out on bulk Si and Ge to study their deformation mechanisms. In 
silicon it was found that indentation-induced phase transformation is the dominant deformation mechanism19,20. 
However, substantial differences in the deformation mechanisms in Ge have been observed. Two different defor-
mation processes have been found to occur at room temperature. First, deformation controlled by the formation 
and propagation of defects such as slip and twinning21,22. This deformation is observed when indenting with 
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both spherical and Berkovich tips. Second, deformation via phase transformation, in which a variety of phases 
have been reported on unloading such as simple tetragonal structure (st12-Ge), traces of rhombohedral struc-
ture (r8-Ge), and body centered cube (bc8-Ge), as well as amorphous (a-Ge)23. The phase transformation in Ge 
appears to only occur during extreme loading conditions including fast loading rates, high loads, and very sharp 
tips24–29. Furthermore, at lower temperature Ge shows similar behavior to room temperature Si, where a phase 
transformation below 0 °C has been reported30. It is clear that phase transformations in Ge at room temperature 
even under such extreme conditions is random and does not have a 100% probability of occurring compared to Si, 
which has been extensively studied to undergo a pressure-induced phase transformation at room temperature31,32.

There have been only few previous studies on the transformation paths of Ge-on-Si system33,34. This includes 
the induced structural changes in the films with varying indentation process conditions. In fact, the Ge-films 
has higher complexity compared to bulk Ge. In this case the film thickness and the substrate effect should be 
taken into consideration34,35. Thus, the indentation depth should not involve more than 10–25% of the film thick-
ness36–38. Furthermore, the preferred deformation mechanism is highly affected by the preparation method. These 
include the morphological, film constituents and possible impurity21,34. Therefore it is critical to understand the 
induced structural changes of Ge-on-Si under a point indenter.

In this work we report nanoindentation of Radio-Frequency Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition 
(RF-PECVD) Ge films directly grown on Si substrate. The growth is based on low temperature two-step technique 
which is described in our previous work39. In the present work we focus on Ge on Si films which have been grown 
using RF-PECVD at temperature <500 °C. This system has an advantage of depositing Ge at low temperature of 
400 °C. Furthermore, the RF-PECVD reactor is capable of promoting the nanocrystal growth at low temperatures 
via plasma contribution. Results show that the measured threading dislocation density (TDD) of 700 nm thick Ge 
films grown at 500 °C is ~1 × 106 cm−2, which paves the way to achieve high quality monolithic integration for the 
next generation of electronic and photonic devices. Additionally, Electron Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) analy-
sis carried out on the film does not show impurities like (H, O, and C) in the grown layer, although the system is 
not an ultra-high vacuum system (UHV). The film shows transport proprieties dominated by holes with carrier 
density of ~5 × 1017 cm−3 and hole mobility <75 cm2·(V·s)−1 as a function of magnetic field. To explore more 
potential application, the films are subjected to depth controlled nanoindentation, where a penetration depth 
of ~150 nm, 210 nm, 290 nm, and 350 nm have been performed at room temperature. The phase transformation 
in Ge films at low load is confirmed by analyzing the load-displacement curves and the characterization of the 
indents using Raman micro spectroscopy with Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) cantilever and cross-sectional 
transmission electron microscopy (XTEM). The Results are explained in terms of the spatial distribution of the 
incused pressure in Berkovich tip, threading dislocation density variation with film thickness, stress-strain in the 
film, films preparation method and impurity level and the effect of Si substrate. The observed transformation of 
Ge to hexagonal (hd-Ge) phase beneath the indents is of technological interest due to its predicted narrow direct 
band gap <0.55 eV, which makes it ideal for infrared detection. Furthermore, tailoring the film response as a 
function of indentation penetration depth can offer a novel means of inducing phase transformation at room 
temperature for a wide range of semiconductor films.

Results
Figure 1 shows AFM scan image of the residual impression of the indents array performed at 150 nm indenta-
tion depth. Using simple calculation, the projection area can be calculated based on the indents shape and the 
Berkovich indenter geometry13,40. The 150 nm is the maximum tip penetration depth defined by the user (we 
created indentation with different maximum penetration depth of 210 nm, 290 nm, and 350 nm in a depth control 
mode of the Agilent Technologies Nano Indenter G200). The area of contact at full load is determined from the 
known angle or radius of the indenter. The projected area function A (hc) for the perfect Berkovich indenter is 

Figure 1. 15 × 15 µm2 AFM micrograph of indentation array performed using Berkovich indenter at room 
temperature, and zoom in image of indent geometry showing x, y extrusion attributed to 150 nm indenter depth.
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given by Ac = 24.5 hc
2, hc is the contact depth which is not the user defined of maximum penetration depth due 

to the elastic recovery of the film13,40. To find the projection area we extracted the contact stiffness S (slope of 
load-displacement (P-h) curves, shown in Fig. 2), final depth hf, maximum load (Pmax) and the maximum depth 
hmax (150 nm) from the P-h curves and inserted them in this equation (hc = hmax − 0.75x(Pmax/S)).

The approximate value of the calculated projection indents area with 150 nm µm maximum penetration depth 
is 0.55 µm2. This value is close to our measured area of the residual imprints.

The unloading part of the load-displacement (P-h) curves at an indentation depth of 150 nm for different 
holding times and unloading percentile are shown in Fig. 2a,b. The holding time between loading and unloading 
is from 0 to 60 s with a corresponding maximum load of 4.5 mN and 2.75 mN, respectively. The average contact 
pressure values at the early stages of indentation are high and then rapidly decreases during the loading with the 
penetration displacement. After that, it quickly reaches a more or less constant value. Using the calculated area 
value, this means that the induced contact pressure of the tip is varied between 4.9 GPa to 8.1 GPa. It is important 
to point here that the pressure distribution is not uniform since the contact effective shape changes at different 
points inside the indents since the tip is of pyramid-shaped (area change), more details will be found in the 
discussion section. The loading curves of 49 indents are analyzed, some of them are featureless where no pop-in 
events have been observed, however others exhibit pop ins in the loading part. On the other hand, pop-out events 
were clearly apparent in all the unloading curves. These events exhibit almost the same size with slight variation 
in position, where for 0 s and 60 s holding times, the pop-outs were observed at ~0.5 mN and ~0.3 mN loads, 
respectively. Figure 2b shows the loading and unloading curves of indentation behavior while changing the per-
centage of unloading (partially released after loading) in the depth control mode of 150 nm. Similarly, some of 
the loading curves were featureless, however the unloading percentage affects the appearance of pop out event in 
unloading curves. As can be seen clearly from Fig. 2b, for unloading percentage less than 75% no pop out event 
was observed.

The pop-in and pop-out events in P-h curves are usually indicative of the type of mechanical deformation pro-
cess in the Ge film. A pop-in event (partially observed in our P-h curves) occurs as an indication of slip, twinning 
and shear activity21,30. However, a pop-out event is linked to the formation and nucleation of other Ge crystalline 
phases such as st12-Ge, r8-Ge and hd-Ge24–27. The primary reason of those pop-out events is the sudden change 
of a discrete volume of material from high density phase to low density phase. For instance, bulk Ge is known to 
phase transform to the metallic beta-tin structure (b-Sn-Ge) at 10 GPa41,42.

In order to further study the microstructure changes in the vicinity of indent both confocal Raman spectros-
copy and cross section TEM characterization are carried out. Figure 3b shows the Raman spectrum of the inden-
tation impression, where the Raman laser spot is aligned with indents location using in-situ AFM scan. Three 
Raman spectra are displayed, two for un-indented bulk Ge and Ge-on-Si films (Fig. 3a) and the other is taken at 
the indent position (Fig. 3b). The spectra from un-indented regions of the films feature a single peak at 301 cm−1, 
a characteristic of diamond cubic (dc-Ge). However, the Raman spectrum of indented Ge exhibits both a (dc-Ge) 
peak centered at ~301 cm−1 and an additional peak at ~202 cm−1. This extra peak with other peaks position at 
86 cm−1, 94 cm−1, 202 cm−1, 225 cm−1, and 249 cm−1 are identified to be linked to the presence of the r8 phase 
of Ge24–27,43,44. It was reported that unlike Si BC8 and R8 phases which coexist stably under ambient conditions, 
germanium phases R8 and BC8 are observed to transform to a hexagonal diamond phase under ambient pressure 
and temperature23,43. Therefore, the r8-Ge phase is not stable and was observed to transform to hd-Ge at room 
temperature. The Raman spectrum of indents is obtained after several days of indentation that led to the obser-
vation of hd-Ge rather than r8-Ge. Additionally, by mapping the indentation area using 532 nm laser light and a 
gratings of 1800 gr/mm we observed that the peak intensity at 202 cm−1 varies between one indent to another, this 
might be attributed to the variation in the fraction of the transformed phase.

Figure 2. Load-displacement (P-h) curves in depth control mode of 150 nm. (a) Typical unloading curves 
observed when holding time between loading and unloading is varied between 0s–60s at fixed unloading 
percentage of 90%. (b) The effect of changing unloading percentage on the existence of pop out event in 
unloading curves, where no pop out is observed for unloading percentage less than 75%.
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To further clarify the end phases present in the indented zone, bright-field TEM micrograph was carried 
out, data is shown in Fig. 3c,d. No cracks, twinning or crystal defects are observed in the underlying region of 
the indentation. The selected area diffraction patterns (SADP) are taken from the center and the edges of the 
indented zone. The measured d-spacings of the region in white circle of Fig. 3c are described in Table 1, and the 
indexing are performed in Fig. 3c. The values are compared with the d-spacings of hd-Ge calculated after the unit 
cell given by Brazhkin et al.45 of a = 3.94 Å, c = 6.55 Å. There is an excellent agreement between the measured 
and calculated d-spacings which confirms that the dominant end phase within the transformed zone is hd-Ge. 
However, the pristine Ge SADP d-spacings (not shown) match with DC-Ge diffraction spots using a unit cell with 
a = 5.64613 Å. The d-spacing of DC-Ge and hd-Ge are very close and it is hard to distinguish them. However, the 
presence of all other hd-Ge spots that do not overlap with DC-Ge diffraction spots indicates that our end phase 
is hd-Ge. Additionally, diffused cycles are observed in the SADP from the edges and center of the indents which 
can be due to the amorphous phase in the zone. We believe that in the Raman spectrum the laser beam does not 
penetrate below the indent (penetration depth <30 nm) due to the large optical absorption coefficient of Ge at the 
excitation wavelength of 532 nm, thus the amorphous phase contributes slightly to the measured Raman spec-
trum (broad peak around 100 cm−1)30,43,46. Based on this we suggest that the fraction percentage of a crystalline 
hd-Ge end phase might be enhanced at higher temperature. Therefore, further study at higher temperature is 
needed.

Figure 3. Micro-Raman spectra and bright field XTEM micrographs. (a) Raman spectrum of un-indented film 
and Ge wafer. (b) Raman spectrum of indented Ge film. (c) XTEM image of indentation impression carried 
out in depth control mode for indentation depth of 150 nm at room temperature. The selected area diffraction 
pattern (SADP) are collected in three region (right-center-left) beneath the indent, the SADP shown represents 
the region in the circle and its indexing (d) low magnification TEM image showing the entire indent region.

h k l Measured d (A)

100 3.38

002 3.26

110 1.97

200 1.73

112 1.67

103 1.80

Table 1. The measured d-spacings for hd-Ge from SADP diffraction spots shown in Fig. 3c. The values are 
compared with the d-spacings of hd-Ge calculated after the unit cell given by Brazhkin et al.45 of a = 3.94 Å, 
c = 6.55 Å. The values are observed at right-center-left of the indent at 150 nm indentation depth.
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To further understand the dependence of the preferred deformation mechanism on the tip penetration depth, 
its contact configuration and the stress distribution, a different indentation penetration depths of 210 nm (30% 
of film thickness), 290 nm (41% of film thickness) and 350 nm (50% of film thickness) have also been carried out. 
The P-h results for all Ge-on-Si samples with different penetration depths showed similar behavior and elastic 
recovery, but differed significantly in terms of qualitative features of the curves. Most notably, the tendency for 
pop-in events occur on the loading curves which are related to shear activity. Additionally, extra pop outs in the 
un-loading curves were apparent in the 290 nm sample. Figure 4(a,d) show the P-h curves from indents at pen-
etration depth of 210 nm and 290 nm, respectively. For 210 nm depth, with maximum load of ~9 mN, a pop in 
events were observed in all loading curves. Likewise, loading curve of 290 nm penetration depth tends to feature 
pop-in events at a maximum load of ~14 mN, as well as some extra pop-outs in the un-loading curve compared 
to 150 nm and 210 nm samples. The pop-in events are an indicator of the occurrence of plastic deformation that 
might lead to phase transformation in the severely compressed region47,48.

XTEM micrographs show the extent of structural changes and phase transformation in more detail. 
Figure 4(b,e) shows micrographs of indents at 210 nm and 290 nm depth, respectively. No clear cracks, twinning 
or crystal defects are observed in the underlying region of the indentation. The SADP from the left-right edges 
and the central region of the indented zone show different transformation behavior. The transformed regions of 
the Ge are distinguishable by the darker contrast in the XTEM micrographs. The SADP at both penetration depths 
contain some diffused cycles which is linked to a-Ge phase with small grains of polycrystalline Ge. Additionally, 
the measured d-spacings of the region in the left-right and center of 210 nm and 290 nm samples are compared 
with the values in Table 1 for hd-Ge, some d values are in good agreement with hd Ge d spacing, however not all 
d values are observed in their diffraction pattern as seen in the 150 nm case.

Figure 4(e) depicts a delamination which has been occurred at penetration depth of 290 nm. The Ge has the 
appearance of having flowed to the surface. Thus, indentation with deeper penetration depths were performed to 
understand the trend of the film fracture. Figure 5 shows SEM micrographs of indents with tip penetration depth 
of 350 nm (50% of the film thickness) and maximum applied load of ~20 mN. There is visible micro cracks around 
the corners of the indents and uplift of Ge material in other locations of the sample (not shown). Therefore an 
applied load above 20 mN results in a film fracture and damage. For this reason we limited the study on the defor-
mation mechanism as a function of tip penetration depths to loads less than 20 mN.

Discussion
In this section, we discuss the underlying mechanism of the phase transformation in the Ge films. It is known that 
bulk DC-Ge needs ~10 GPa to phase transform to the metallic beta-tin structure (β-Sn-Ge)41,42. Also, it is diffi-
cult to change its phase under indentation loading and deformation by slip where twinning is more favored29,30. 
Furthermore, the magnitude of the pressure required to induce transformation in Si and Ge and their hardness 
is similar. However, from our data, Ge-on-Si system favors phase transformation at room temperature and under 
low indentation load with a maximum pressure values between 5GPa–8GPa. This result suggests that residual 
stresses in the Ge film due to the lattice mismatch and differences in thermal expansion during cooling in the dep-
osition process play an important role in the observed phase transformation. The XRD data and Raman spectra 
performed previously on pristine Ge-on-Si film show that films are in tensile configuration with respect to the Si 
substrate39. Based on this observation, we expect films softer than bulk Ge due to the tensile strain. Therefore, it 
is worth examining the mechanical properties of the films such as the hardness compared to bulk Ge. Figure 6(a) 

Figure 4. P-h curves and bright field XTEM micrographs of indents at different penetration depth. (a) P-h 
curves of indents at 210 nm depth depict the pop-in events in the loading part. (b) XTEM micrograph of indent 
at 210 nm depth and SADP at the left-right edges and the center of the region beneath the indent. (c) TEM cross 
section of Si/Ge interface and SADP of Si in a direct line with indentation center. (d) P-h curves of indents at 
290 nm depth depict the pop-in and the extra pop out events in the loading and unloading curves. (e) XTEM 
micrographs of indent at 290 nm depth and SADP at the left-right edges and the center of the region beneath the 
indent, the zoom in image focuses on the delamination happened at this depth.
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shows the hardness values obtained from films loaded at different penetration depths. The measured values are 
based on the measurements of the contact stiffness vs. depth of the indentation. It employs a calibrated indenter 
tip area function and a prior knowledge of the elastic properties of the film and the substrate following. Therefore, 
the basic definition of hardness as the load divided by the projected contact area is used in Fig. 6a13,40. It is clear 
from the figure that the films are softer than our measured hardness value for bulk Ge under Berkovich indenter 
tip (12.9 ± 0.6) GPa. In this case the hardness values are considered when the indentation depth is limited to a 
small fraction of the film thickness (typically 10–25%)

Figure 5. SEM micrographs of indents performed on Ge-on-Si films with tip penetration depth of 350 nm.

Figure 6. Hardness and maximum applied load values as extracted from P-h curves (a) hardness as a function 
of tip penetration depth (point analysis) (b) Ge film hardness values as obtained from continuous stiffness 
method (CSM) at different depth of 80 nm, 100 nm, 120 nm, 150 nm, 170 nm (c) Young’s modulus of Ge films as 
obtained from continuous stiffness method (CSM) at different depth of 80 nm, 100 nm, 120 nm, 150 nm, 170 nm 
(d) pathways of phase transformation in Ge-on-Si films as a function of tip penetration depth.
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In practice, we believe that effects associated with both the surface roughness and the elastic modulus mis-
match between the Ge film and the Si substrate limit the applicability of the Oliver and Pharr method. For 
instance, our Ge/Si system represents a soft films on hard substrates, thus we expect a film material piles up 
against the sides of the indenter during indentation, causing a larger contact area than is predicted by the cali-
brated Ac(hc). Thus, the Oliver and Pharr approach overestimates the hardness when pile-up occurs.

Therefore, there is a need for another technique to report the hardness values of our Ge films over a range 
of indentation depths. Additional indentation tests were performed using continuous stiffness measurements 
(CSM). In this method the contact force and penetration are measured continuously as a hard indenter is pressed 
in to contact with and then withdrawn from the Ge film49. Therefore, the mechanical properties of the Ge film is 
measured as a continuous function of distance into the surface (depth profile of properties). This is expected to 
give a more robust and accurate hardness values. Figure 6b,c show the hardness and the Young’s elastic modulus 
of 700 nm Ge-on-Si using CSM method at different depths of 80 nm, 100 nm, 120 nm, 150 nm, 170 nm.

As can be seen in Fig. 6b,c the hardness results are generally not as constant as the modulus results. 
Additionally, the measurements are stable till 100 nm indentation depth after that it shows instability where values 
can’t be reported. Results of hardness values have been extracted from the stable part in the curve of CSM tests. 
Still, hardness values less than that of bulk Ge are observed.

This is consistent with the tensile configuration observed in the film. Another way to view the observed sof-
tening effect is to observe misfits and threading dislocations which can significantly reduce the strength of the 
material. Previously, it was shown that the hardness is proportional to the density of atomic bond strength in 
covalent semiconductors50,51. Thus, the hardness value is lowered in the presence of misfit dislocations and crys-
tal defects. Moreover, threading dislocations and voids in a structure could significantly affect the deformation 
behavior. Our previous TEM studies of Ge/Si interface shows that the first 50 nm in the growth indicates a sig-
nificant mismatch where the crystal defects extending from the interface toward the surface (high TDD close to 
Ge/Si interface and less toward the surface). This explains the changes in hardness values with penetration depth. 
Furthermore, the observed a-Ge phase in some regions of 210 nm and 290 nm samples might trigger a crystal 
collapse due to the interaction of the indenter with pre-existing defect, this has been seen previously25. Similarly, 
this can be correlated to the P-h curves as the following: when the indenter tip is in contact with the pre-existing 
threading dislocations, it generates a sudden increase in plasticity which can be observed by the elbow (change 
in slope) and pop-ins, pop outs in the P-h curves. Additionally, we believe that microstructure of the films, its 
impurity level, the preparation method and the deposition condition (pressure, temperature, Rf power, gas pre-
cursor) are all affecting film hardness21,34. Thus, further examination of Ge films with different hydrogen content 
would be of interest to observe its effect on the phase transformation path ways under Nano-indentation depth 
sensing method.

To further elucidate on the underlying mechanism of the phase transformation as a function of tip penetration 
depth, a closer look at the effective tip shape is needed. The mean contact pressure is usually determined from 
the measured contact depth of penetration, hc (see Fig. 7), such that the projected area of the contact and surface 
area for a Berkovich tip with face angle of 65.3° are given by: Aproj = 24.49 hc

2, Asurf = 26.98 hc
2, respectively40. 

Based on this, the contact pressure is defined as P/24.49 hc
2 where P is the applied load. Previous studies based on 

theoretical and molecular dynamics simulation for Berkovich tips showed that the pressure is constant along the 
contact area and drops rapidly at the boundaries. However, the pressure distribution under the contact effective 
shape reveals a completely different contact pressure map52–55. The non-uniform distribution of the pressure (high 
pressure toward the boundaries of the contact area) can be understood from the tip effective shape.

In our experimental results the variation in the indenter depth modifies the interaction volume beneath the 
intended zone which results in different absolute maximum and minimum values of shear and hydrostatic pres-
sure. We can conclude that the variation of the pressure spatial distribution beneath the tip can contribute to 
the observed phase transformation modes in 150 nm, 210 nm and 290 nm samples as depicted in Fig. 6d. In the 
context of these findings hd-Ge phase is energetically favorable at low penetration depth since it is highly visible 
in 150 nm sample (21% of the film thickness). This means that the percentage of indentation from the overall 

Figure 7. Schematic of Berkovich indenter showing the indentation projection and surface areas and depth 
parameters.
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film thickness is significantly affecting the pressure-induced phases observed in the film, particularly in lattice 
mismatched systems. Furthermore, we suspect that in our film, the indentation load applied to the film may have 
been partly absorbed by Si substrate and distributed over larger area. Therefore, the local stresses concentration 
beneath the tip is insufficient for slip and twin bands to occur. However, no phase transformation or shear plas-
ticity are observed in the Si substrate as shown in Fig. 4c.

In the context of these findings, we can infer that thin films with harder substrate can hold phase transfor-
mation under moderate load. Further examination can be performed for Ge films grown on Ge substrate and 
softer substrate material like GaAs. Additionally, Ge-on-Si system resembles the behavior of room temperature 
Si, where deformation is dominated by phase transformation. Thus, we assume that unloading rate can affect the 
end phase of Ge-on-Si layers. Engineering the crystal phase with tip depth and geometry may offer a novel means 
of inducing phase transformation at room temperature in a wide range of semiconductor films.

In summary, the deformation mechanism and the transformation pathways in Ge-on-Si films subjected to 
nano-indentation at room temperature are investigated using a combination of micro-Raman, AFM and XTEM 
techniques. The Ge films are grown directly on Si substrate using two-step low temperature growth technique by 
RF-PECVD. Results show that Ge films exhibited pressure induced phase transformation deformation mech-
anism. This is evident by the formation of additional Ge phases such as r8-Ge, hd-Ge, and amorphous Ge as a 
function of indentation depth. A hd-Ge phase is observed in all performed indents with indentation penetration 
depth of 150 nm. Furthermore, the correlation between the inelastic deformation mechanism and the indentation 
penetration depth has been realized. It was seen that the non-uniform spatial distribution of the shear stress due 
to the pyramid-shaped tip plays a significant role in determining the end phase of Ge52–55. Finally, the observed 
phase transformation to hd-Ge (direct band gap <0.55 eV) and the possibility to tune the crystal phase via modi-
fying indentation condition opens a new opportunity for on-chip laser on silicon and infrared detectors.

Methods
Sample preparation. 700 nm Ge films have been grown on (001) Si substrate using low temperature two-
step approach by RF-PECVD. In step one (low temperature (LT), high rate (HR)) the deposition was performed 
at 350 °C with 3 sccm flow of GeH4. This step acts as a seed film for the second growth. After this, step two (high 
temperature (HT), low rate (LR)) of the Ge deposition starts immediately without removing the wafer from 
the system. The Ge growth carried out at 500 °C with 1 sccm of GeH4. With these two steps one cycle of Ge 
growth is done. More detailed growth parameters and films characterization can be found in our earlier publi-
cation39. Before the indentation process, samples are cleaned using acetone, isopropanol and DI water to achieve 
high-quality Ge surface which is free from contamination and clear to start the nano-indentation.

Material characterization. Indentation. The nano-mechnical response of the Ge films, in particu-
lar the displacement-load curves are probed using Agilent Technologies Nano Indenter G200 using diamond 
pyramid-shaped Berkovich-type indenter tip. The indenter tip has a nominal radius of about <20 nm with the 
pyramidal faces forming an angle of 65.3 with the vertical axis, this has been measured using AFM and HRTEM. 
The analysis of thin film mechanical properties is significantly affected by the tip rounding, and indenter geom-
etries, since the known geometry of the indenter then allows the size of the area of contact to be determined. 
Since we are targeting films in nano meter scale grown on substrate it is very critical to choose very tiny radius of 
the indenter where the large tip radius has an effect on the Nano-mechanical response of the film at small loads. 
This was possible in Berkovich tips since the pyramid are more easily constructed to meet at a single point, rather 
than the inevitable line that occurs in the four-sided Vickers pyramid. The face angle of the Berkovich indenter 
normally used for nanoindentation testing is 65.27°, which gives the same projected area-to-depth ratio as the 
Vickers indenter. The tip radius for a typical new Berkovich indenter is on the order of 20–100 nm. This usually 
increases to about 200 nm with use.

An array of 49 (7X7) indents was performed in a single cycle automated indentation process with surface 
approach of 1 µm and fixed tip velocity of 10 nm/s. To avoid any substrate contribution, the indentation depth 
should be limited to 10–25% of the Ge film thickness. A maximum indentation depth of 150 nm was used to 
form inverted pyramidal impressions with lateral size of ~900 nm at the ambient temperature of 27 °C. Figure 8 

Figure 8. Indentation process (a) top view of Ge patterned surface with an SEM images of Berkovich tip and 
indents shape (b) side view of textured Ge surface.
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shows a schematic of Nano indentation process on Ge-on-Si films using Berkovich diamond tip. Indentation with 
penetration depth of 210 nm, 290 nm and 350 nm have also been carried out, however we first focused on 150 nm 
depth (10–25% of the Ge film thickness) then we discussed other indentation depths. A loading and unload-
ing rates of 0.27–0.57 mN.s−1 with holding time varying between 0–60 s have been used during the indentation 
process. Additionally, the tests were performed in which the load was partially released after loading, thus, the 
unloading percentage was modified between 15–90% of the maximum load.

Micro-Raman & AFM. The indentation impression was examined using Raman micro-spectrometry in addi-
tion to the AFM system.

The scanned images of indents using AFM are taken several days after indentation where no pre-surface 
cleaning (no HF removing GeOx) was performed prior to imaging. The air exposure creates surface oxidation due 
to the high growth rate of GeOx (>0.2 nm/min)56. We avoid HF cleaning after indentation where it can etch Ge a 
little bit and affect the indent shape. Particularly, in our case we have shallow indentation in the surface. A 532 nm 
laser incident beam with spot size <1 µm is precisely subjected to the indents. A low laser intensity was chosen to 
avoid laser damage to the sample. Confocal Raman spectroscopy enables a direct measurement of the local distri-
bution of mechanical stress and strain in samples. Any extra phases can be detected due to its high sensitivity to 
modifications in the equilibrium distance between atoms.

TEM & FIB imaging. In order to observe the deformation process beneath the indenter tip, as well as the shear 
plasticity, a bright field cross sectional transmission electron microscopy (XTEM) images are carried out on 
selected indents using FEI Tecnai TF-20 FEG/TEM operated at 200 kV in bright-field (BF). The TEM-ready sam-
ple was prepared using the in-situ FIB lift out technique on a FEI Dual Beam FIB/SEM. The sample was capped 
with sputtered C and e-Pt/I-Pt prior to milling to protect the surface of the area of interest.
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